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what
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Pathfinding Sessions
Not sure where to start?
Are you at a crossroads with your business or finding
yourself spinning your wheels with no direction?
We get it and that’s why we developed the Pathfinding
2.5 hour session.
This proven 4D process includes a collaborative,
personalised Bird’s Eye View of your business.
It delivers the clarity, direction and glorious “aha”
moments that culminate in a Journey Road Map
to move forward with confidence.

Take-Aways
› Marketing Road Map plus post
meeting summary report with
recap and recommendations.

We found the opportunity
to discuss some of our
ideas valuable and we
appreciated hearing
some of your different
perspectives and ideas
too. In particular, we are
happy to have been 'reset'
with direction for our
marketing plan.
Sarah | Local business
owner, Highlands
Photography
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Customer Insight Sessions
Customer Voice via primary qualitative research.
We zero in on your ideal customer through
observation, in-depth interviews, workshops, deep
dive surveys –customised to your business – to deliver
the edge for successful and measurable results.

I have worked with Jeanette for over 5 years, with a particular focus
on research for new developments. I have always found Jeanette very
knowledgeable, excellent with the customer and someone who adds
significant value to the end development outcome via the research
undertaken. Her presentation of findings and recommendations for
approval add significant value to the end project. I recommend her highly.
Simon Militano | Head of Development, Retirement Living Lendlease

We use various methods to gather insights about your
prospective clients that help shape your brand strategy,
positioning, story and offering.
Through our qualitative research, we uncover hidden
gems that will make a difference to your business.
This includes testing of creative prior to market launch
to fine tune for best outcomes.

Take-Aways
› Definitive recommendations based on primary
customer insights (research).
› Learn the key words and language used by
your market segment to help create compelling
marketing material.
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Your Marketing
Director
4D Marketing can relieve your
marketing headache by acting as
your Director of Marketing.
We are your one stop shop, end to end solution from
strategy through to hands on execution. Ongoing results
are our primary focus through a balance of proactive
and responsive management.
Long or short term, 4D Marketing can help you with
specific major or minor projects and campaigns. This
package includes regular marketing catch ups with
business stakeholders and acting as one of your team.
The services are customised to your needs.

THE
OLD WAY

THE
NEW WAY

Too Hard Basket

Your Marketing Director

Automation Consultant

yousriness
bu

Graphic Designer
Web Developer
Unreliable Freelancers
Other Suppliers
Doing it Yourself
Training Staff
Social Media

I needed a top-notch Marketing
Executive but couldn’t afford a full
time one when I took on Livepro.
4D Marketing was able to solve that
problem. If you want to increase
revenue engage 4D Marketing.
Brad Shaw | CEO, Livepro

Printer
Google Adwords

Difficult to measure,
lack of leads and no
real revenue results

A great marketing
plan with measurable
leads and profitable
sales results

Your Marketing Mentor
emPOWER Sessions
Perhaps you or someone
in-house could benefit from
mentoring or coaching.
We offer various Marketing emPower Sessions tailored
to your team members and business requirements.
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I had the pleasure of working
with and being mentored by
Jeannette for 2.5 years. Jeannette
is a true professional & strong
team player. If you are looking for
experience, innovation and creativity,
Jeannette has it all covered.
Linda Kadel | Marketing
Manager at Latitude25

emPOWER sessions can be conducted face to face
or virtually.

When it comes to coaching and mentoring,
Jeannette’s advice is educational and
practical, providing real time examples
on how to execute the strategy, which
is such a bonus as I’ve been to some
digital training sessions that provide
great information but lack the details
of how to apply the learnings when you
are back at your desk! This is not the
case with Jeannette’s workshops, she
expertly guides the team through the
implementation and how to execute.
Sarah Hodgkins | National Product &
Place Marketing Manager Lendlease
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Get Things Done Package (GTD)
When you need help executing your programs and activities
we have you covered.
We work with you to identify areas where we can create quality
content for web and social media campaigns to keeping you in
touch with your ideal customer.
Essential Package

(Start from $497 plus gst per month)

Includes:
› 2 blogs per month
› 2 social posts per week (Facebook and Instagram)
› Quarterly marketing power sessions for tactical planning

I've worked with Jeannette Flynn for
18 months on website marketing.
She has a track record of successful
internet campaigns in different sectors
which reflect her understanding of
the customer and interpretation of
website marketing metrics. Jeannette
is professional in her approach, easy to
work with and focused on addressing the
issues that matter.
Fran Morris | Learning and
Development – Owner of Director
Education

A Tailor Made GTD Package
› We tailor marketing packages based on your business needs.
Is it time for coffee?

Amazing to work with 4D Marketing,
I loved their positive energy and out
of the box thinking. Beyond impressed
with the end product and sales results.
Bianca Lane | Owner, Zigilane
Swimwear
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Renders
We create beautiful 3D imagery for
builders, architects, developers, real
estate & interior designers or anyone
looking to build or renovate.
Transform your design concepts into quality digital imagery
at a reasonable price that doesn’t compromise on quality.
Every purchase is an emotional one and evoking emotion
through architectural rendering of spaces is critical when
you are at the ground-breaking stage of a building project
or development.
Renders by 4D Marketing are the key to tapping into that
emotion and your customers will be arranging furniture
and personal possessions in no time.
Please contact us for more examples or to
place an order.

I have worked with Jeannette
for a number of years now and if
there is a single word to describe
her it is “Exuberance”. The energy
that she brings to a brief, a task
or a project is boundless and
often it provides the momentum
to sustain the result. A very
creative thinker with a depth of
knowledge drawn mostly from
hands on experience, Jeannette
is a valuable asset to marketing
especially early on when building
a strategy or plan from scratch.
I highly recommend Jeanette as
an asset to any marketing task,
big or small.
Graham Walker |
Managing Director, Combined
Development Group

WE'RE
LOOKING
FORWARD TO

MEETING YOU

soon

Book your free consultation today to chat
about what best suits your business.
So… how do you take your coffee?

4D Marketing Pty Ltd
ABN 34 603 894 257

Suite D, Gallery Level
Springetts Arcade
302–306 Bong Bong Street
Bowral NSW 2576

Phone 1800 699 504
Email info@4dmarketing.com.au

4dmarketing.com.au

Follow us on

